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ABSTACT

The goal of- f research effort- uported by the Office of Naval

Research uder Contract N00014-80-C-0772 was to analyze the relation-

ships between system structure and testability. This final report

describes the approach that was followed to relate structure and testa-

bility and presents the results that were obtained.
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The complexity of current electronic systems usually requires these

systems to be partitioned into a number of sore manageable subsystems

before the design process may proceed. As this approach is applied to

the design of each subsystem, the resulting design becomes hierarchical

in nature. Each design level consists of interconnecting subsystems

from a lower design level and it is clear that under these constraints

the design problem is basically an interconnection problem.

Systems must be designed not only to meet desired functional

requirements but also to be reliable and easily maintainable . It is

therefore imperative to provide efficient procedures which allow the

user to (1) ascertain that the system is performing properly prior to

use; (2) ascertain that the system is performing properly during use;

and (3) detect, locate, and repair the cause of failures when they do

occur. These procedures are particularly important if the system is to

have fault tolerant capabilities since the system must react in the

proper manner to the occurrence of faults. Unfortunately the existence

of such procedures is by no means ensured, and even when they exist, the

task of finding them may be prohibitively complicated.

Since the design problem is basically an interconnection problem

and the need for inherent testability is essential, it follows that the

interconnection structure must take into account testability con-

straints. This is true whether we consider the functional interconnec-

tion links of the system or an additional interconnection structure
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whose only function is the testing of the system. In either case the

designer must take into account sot only the design requirements of the

system, but at the same time he must provide for fault detection and

fault location capability. Thus the analysis of the testability of

interconnection structures is motivated by the desire to facilitate the

design of easily testable and maintainable complex systems.

Most testing approaches require intimate knowledge of system opera-

tion and thus require the application of specialized stimuli and meas-

urement of unique responses. Such methods leave few areas which may be

generalized and applied to other systems and few areas in which the

analysis of the system may be simplified. In attempt to generalize

testing.problems, some approaches have ignored the analysis of the sys-

tem fuctions completely. These methods require systems to be avail-

able. which are believed to be fault free and their ezpetriental

response to noise or pseudo-random stimuli is recorded for comparison to

other systems. Though simple to apply, the usefulness of this approach

is difficult to evaluate since the stimuli and responses may have little

in common with the system's normal functions.

It is generally true that subsystems are more easily (or at least

less expensively) tested when isolated rather than embedded into a sys-

tem. It is therefore the interconnection structure which complicates

the problem by limiting access to and creating interdependencies between

subsystems. The test approaches described, however, do not address the

fact that if the subsystems are testable when isolated, it is the pro-

cess of embedding them into a larger system which has complicated the
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testing procedures. Clearly if the larger system provided the same

access to the subsystems which is provided when the subsystems were iso-

lated the testing process would be no more complicated that testing each

individual subsystem. This never occurs and in fact it is agreed that

the foremost difficultly related to testing complex systems is that the

interconnection structure of the system often renders the individual

subsystems virtually untestable. This is as true of complex integrated

circuits as it is of complete radar systems.

In both the testing approaches described, the interconnected sub-

systems are treated as a new system and the task of testing them as

essentially a now problem. Assume, however, that it is possible to

determine testability properties of the interconnection structure

independently from the subsystems themselves. Then using these proper-

ties and the knowledge that the subsystems are testable, it say be pos-

sible to develop tests for the entire system with only limited knowledge

of the system's overall function. Thus in-depth analysis of the system

has been avoided without approaching the task of test generation in a

haphazard manner. Indeed, if this approach is taken to a logical con-

elusion, the testability of only the most basic circuit components must

be analyzed in detail sines more complex systems may analyzed in terms

of their intereonnections between testable subsystems.

Thus it is clear that not only is it bereficial to identify inter-

connetion structures with good and bad testability properties, but it

is also advantageous to develop analysis methods for the testability of

general intoeronoetion structures. Those must necessarily include



methods for the analysis of (1) a structure's theoretical ability to

detect faults; (2) a struoture's theoretical ability to diagnose (iso-

late) faults; and (3) the existence of efficient algorithms for fault

diagnosis.

It is particularly important to note that the diagnosis efficiency

of a system is strongly related to its structure and could be an

influential factor in determining the system's design. The diagnosis of

the fault situation of a system can be viewed as a syndrome decoding

problem, that Is the location of a fault is obtained by decoding the

syndrome resulting from the interaction between the fault and the system

structure.
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Is tho area of testability and fault analysis of systems, an abun-

dance of literature and several survey articles are available, however,

nearly all of this information deals only with isolated testing of spe-

cialized subsystems. Relatively few authors (see Appendix II) have

chosen to approach the problem of fault analysis at the system level and

in terms of the interconnection structure. Furthermore, those existing

studies have often relied on assumptions which are not met by real sys-

tems. These assumptions have included: (1) the necessity for indepen-

dent test interfaces; (2) the requirement that all units of the system

be capable of evaluating and testing any other unit; (3) the assumption

that the interconnection links are fault-free; and (4) the requirement

that the units are strictly logical (digital) in nature. We now discuss

briefly these assumptions and their impact on system design.

The need for additional interfaces for testing contributes to the

system's complexity by the addition of extraneous components whose only

purpose are fault detection and location. Although appealing, this

approach suffers several serious drawbacks: (1) the additional devices

themselves are sources of possible failures; (2) faulty testing devices

may result in incorrect diagnosis of subsystems; and (3) the intercon-

nection links used during normal system operation may not be tested.

Note that removing or isolating a subsystem for testing not only does

not verify its comunication links, but if a failure is due to faulty

eontact between the unit and the network, removing the unit may actually

remove the cause of the failure.
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The requirement that any subsystem is capable of testing any other

subsystem is usually not not in real systems. For example, a radar sys-

tem is comprised of subsystems whose nature and capabilities are widely

varied. This dissimilarity in function limits the ability of certain

modules to evaluate others. From a testability standpoint this is also

a limitation on the interconnection structure. So although we leave the

task of determining and generating the proper testing stimuli to the

manufacturers of these subsystems, it is clear that we must address our-

selves to the problem of testing various dissimilar modules when they

are interconnected to form a system.

A diagnosis approach which does not consider interconnection link

failure leads to the incorrect diagnosis of single or multiple subsystem

failures in the event of an actual link failure. This results in the

unnecessary removal and attempted repair of nonfaulty subsystems. Thus

it is important to distinguish between link and subsystem failure. The

ability to detect and isolate a faulty link is even more critical if the

system has the capability of preserving its operation by rerouting or

ignoring signals normally transmitted through that link.

Finally, the rapid advances in digital technology has led many

researchers to simplify their analyses by considering only logical sub-

system types. As a result, most of the fault diagnosis schemes

developed up to this time are digital in nature and few are directly

applicable to hybrid systems, i.e. systems which consist of both analog

and digital components. The improvements now occurring in analog

integrated circuit technology have renewed interest in analog fault
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detection and location. Thus hybrid or specifically analog intercoanec-

tion structures which have known good detection and fault diagnosis pro-

perties are needed.

Thus, the major task to which we have addressed ourselves is the

following: assuming that the subsystems are testable, that is, we know

how to check them when isolated, we must find ways to ensure that we may

still evaluate the correctness of their operation when they are embedded

into the system. Our criteria for fault detection emphasizes the

overall functional operation of the system. This is done deliberately

in an attempt to reduce the dependency of our testability models upon

the individual parametric test requirements of isolated subsystems.

Thus we have concerned ourselves with a system's overall functional

requirements, but have avoided discussion of specific stimuli generation

and response measurement problems.
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miSARCH RESULTS

The first and foremost objective of our research effort was to syn-

thesize a class of testability models powerful enough to be applicable

to a wide range of real systems and possessing enough structure to allow

for a detailed analysis of their detectability and diagnosability pro-

perties. Our work has lead to the synthesis of a system level fault

model, the Hi fault model, that possesses the desired properties. In

particular, the flexibility of the model allows the concept of morphism

to be used, even in situations in which the morphic properties are not

initially present. That work has resulted in a Ph. D. Dissertation [81

and several papers [21, [31. C5] and [61.

The second objective of our research effort was to develop decoding

algorithms for the analysis of the syndromes produced by the interaction

between allowable classes of faults and the models previously defined.

These algorithms are necessary to insure the efficient location of the

faulty subsystems and thus to facilitate their timely repair. Our work

on the PVC model [PRE671 and the 3GM model [3AR761 has lead us to recog-

nize that a maximality property of the implied faulty sets in the case

of the PKC model [71 [121, to propose a decoding algorithm for the Ban

model [101 [111, and to analyze iterative techniques for decoding based

on partial syndromes [41.

The third objective of our research effort was to relate the effi-

ciency of the decoding algorithms to the complexity of the interconnec-

tion structures of the models. Our approach to that problem was to use
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the HI model to introduce a partial ordering on the family of system-

level fault models. The results are contained in [9] and show that a

systematic classification of models is possible and that this classifi-

cation can be used to synthesize decoding algorithms.

Finally, we have analyzed [I] a class of transmission models pro-

posed by Sogomonyan [SOG64] and we have shown that such models may be

viewed as particular case of the - model [8].

In meeting our research objectives we have accomplished our goal to

provide a simplified and efficient approach to the design of testable

co plex systems. By basing our testability measures on the system's

interconnection structure, we have emphasized the testability of subsys-

tems as they are actually used, i.e. embedded in a larger system.
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